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Abstract
Virtualization technology has several advantages such
as independent computing environments and easy server
consolidation which leads to lower power consumption.
However, it has several overheads especially in network
I/O.

In this thesis, we implement two optimizations for
large receive offload with the Xen virtualized environ-
ment and analyze this work.

The receive performance improved by 28% and CPU
utilization reduced by 62%. We analyze the performance
improvement and discuss the features of our optimiza-
tions.

1 Introduction
Virtualization technology has several advantages such
as independent computing environment and easy server
consolidation which leads to lower power consumption.
However, it has several overheads especially in network
I/O.

A virtual machine (VM) emulates real computer hard-
ware and multiple VMs can exist on a single physical
platform. When network applications such as web server
and file server are run in each VM, the virtual machine
monitor (VMM) allows VMs to share the network re-
sources securely. However, there are performance over-
heads for virtualization. With hardware support such as
Intel VT [5] and AMD-V [4], the overhead of switching
execution between VMs is decreased. Though, network
I/O virtualization still has significant performance over-
head.

Large receive offload (LRO) is a technique to improve
receive throughput performance by reducing CPU uti-
lization. The main idea of LRO is to aggregate multi-
ple incoming packets into one large packet and decrease
the network operation. In our previous research [8], we
ported LRO in virtual and physical interfaces and perfor-
mance improvements were observed.

In this thesis, we implement two optimizations for
LRO with the Xen virtualized environment and analyze
this work.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.
In the next section, we describe the background of this
work. Section 3 presents how we implement our opti-

mization and result we obtained. Related work are in-
troduced in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section
6.

2 Background

In this section, we present the background of this work.
First, we introduce Xen, open source software for vir-
tualization. Next, the detail of the network architecture
in Xen is described. Then, we explain LRO which in-
creases inbound throughput performance.

2.1 Xen Virtual Machine Monitor

Xen is an open source virtual machine monitor [7]. It
provides independent computing environment as virtual
machine (VM). Each VM is called domain in Xen ter-
minology. Xen employs para-virtualization technology
which has smaller performance overhead rather than
fully emulated hardware (full-virtualization) but requires
modification of operating systems.

Two kinds of domains exist in Xen, privileged domain
(Dom0) and unprivileged domain (DomU or guest). The
former can access hardware directly while the latter can-
not. When a domainU needs to use devices, first op-
erating system in domainU accesses abstracted VM. Do-
main0 then detects the request and accesses the hardware
on behalf of domainU. Finally it returns the results to the
VM.

For transferring data handled in block and network
devices between domains, Xen provides systems called
I/O channel and event channel. I/O channel consists of
fixed number of ring buffers and two kinds of split de-
vice drivers, backend and frontend drivers. The backend
driver is used in domain0 and frontend driver is used in
domainU. These drivers work similar to physical device
driver. Xen also provides grant tables for safe memory
sharing between domains. It contains information about
page sharing such as which page can be shared.

When transferring data, the sender domain puts the
page containing the data into the ring buffer and notifies
that the page has been in the ring buffer using the event
channel. Then, the receiver domain gets the page from
the ring buffer and notifies to sender domain that the page
was properly transferred.
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Figure 1: Virtualized network

2.2 Xen Network Architecture
Figure 1 shows Xen virtualized network. Xen uses a
bridge module to multiplex network packets into back-
end interfaces which are connected to each VM.

When transferring data from the backend to the fron-
tend, Xen provides two modes of transferring, a copying
mode and a flipping mode. The copying mode just copies
the page containing data to the page granted by the guest
domain. The flipping mode exchanges a page with a free
page granted by the guest domain. Because it takes more
time to copy data than page mapping, it seems that the
flipping mode is faster than the copying mode. How-
ever, the cost of mapping and unmapping pages in both
domains is equivalent to the cost of copying 1500 byte
packet [12]. This means flipping mode is not suitable for
a small packet. Now, Xen uses copying mode in most
cases.

2.3 Large Receive Offload
Large receive offload is a technique for improving re-
ceive throughput. The main idea of this technique is to
aggregate incoming packets into large and fewer pack-
ets in the network interface and deliver them to the IP
layer. It reduces the number of network operations such
as inspecting header.

Neterion Corp. implemented LRO on their 10GbE
Ethernet adapter [6] and performance improvements
were observed. After their experiment, Themman pro-
posed generalized LRO patch which also obtained sig-
nificant throughput improvement even if it can work at
the software level [3]. LRO is available from Linux ker-
nel tree version 2.6.24.

3 Receive Path Optimization
In this section, we first present Linux network architec-
ture for better understanding of this work by explaining
socket buffer structure. Then, LRO implementation is
described. Finally we describe the overhead occurring

when LRO is applied to Xen virtualized environment and
introduce our optimizations.
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Figure 2: skbuff structure

3.1 Socket Buffer
Linux manage a network packet assk buff structure that
stands for socket buffer. When network interface card
(NIC) receives a packet, a device driver copies the data
into kernel memory region. Next, it createssk buff and
associates members with the packet.head, tail andend
members represent the beginning of the buffer, the end
of the packet data, and the end of the buffer, respectively.
data members points to the beginning of the data part of
the packet. This implies which layer the socket buffer
is handled because the header of the layer is located be-
fore data region. For instance,data in Figure 2 points
IP header (Ethernet data). This means that the packet
is now handled in Ethernet layer and thedata member
will move to beginning of the TCP header after finishing
the procedure such as MAC address resolution and as-
sociation of socket buffer with data. This method avoid
copying when the packet is transferred between layers.

3.2 LRO implementation
We ported Themann’s LRO patch [3] to domain0. This
patch requires modification that inform LRO module of
where the socket buffer is.

There are two modes of aggregation in his patch, a
skb-mode and a page-mode. In the skb-mode, socket
buffers associated with the same packet are aggregated
to multiple socket buffers. This is realized usingfrag list
members inskb shared info structure which is origi-
nally used to aggregate fragmented TCP packets in the
IP layer. In the page-mode, the LRO module cre-
ates one socket buffer and aggregates pages which con-
tain one packet and associatesk buff with them. This
mode is implemented usingfrags array for aggregation
in skb shared info structure which is normally used for
devices accepting scatter/gather I/O. These two modes
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are switched to use depending on how the device copies
packets onto memory. In this work, we employed skb-
mode LRO because our target interface manage packet
as a socket buffer.

3.3 Netback Optimization
We implemented LRO into physical interface and per-
formance improvement were observed in previous re-
search [8]. The research said that extra data copy was
required in the bridge because netback interface could
not treat the LRO packet. We modified netback interface
to deal with the LRO packet and avoid the extra data
copy.
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Figure 3: Receiving process in original LRO
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Figure 4: Receiving process in optimized LRO

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows how our optimization
works. Incoming packets were aggregated using the
frag list by the LRO module in domain0. This packet
is delivered to the virtual bridge for multiplexing. Be-
fore optimization (Figure3), the bridge recognizes that
this packet should be transfered to netback interface but
it needs to copy data to a continuous memory region for
linearization because netback cannot deal with packet
using frag list. Linearized packets are again copied to
newly allocated pages. Eventually this socket buffer with
data pages can be delivered to netfront interface through
the I/O channel. Our implementation (Figure 4) avoided
the extra data copy in bridge and modified netback to
treat the packet using thefrag list.

3.4 LRO Optimization
In Themann’s patch, all aggregated packets are flushed
(move to upper layer) every hardware interrupt. This
means a small number of packets can be aggregated if
an interrupt handler takes little time. Possible solution
of this problem is to decrease the frequency of hardware
interrupt and certain network devices can alter this fre-
quency. However because our target NIC cannot do this,
we modified it to flush the aggregated packet per certain
number of interrupts. Of course it delays the response
time a little for the packet to wait for the next interrupt,
but this method increases significant throughput perfor-
mance.

4 Experiments and Results
In this section, we present the results and analyze our ex-
periments. First, hardware and software environments of
the experiments and the methods for performance mea-
surement are described. Finally, we provide the results
we obtained in our work.

4.1 Experimental Environment
We ported LRO described in Section 2.3 into domain0 on
Xen version 3.1.0 para-virtualized system. We used Dell
PowerEdge SC440 with 1.86 GHz Intel Xeon and 2 GB
memory as a receiver machine. This machine has one
RealTek gigabit PCI NIC and is connected to a sender
machine with cross-cable. In this machine, domain0 and
domainU have one virtual CPU each, which guaranteed
fair sharing of CPU. Domain0 and DomainU have 1GB
and 512MB memory respectively. The sender machine
has 2 GHz AMD Athlon64 X2 with 2GB memory and
PCI-Express gigabit NIC. The operating systems of Do-
main0 DomainU and sender machine are Linux CentOS
5.1.

Network performance was examined by a netperf
benchmark tool [1] with a 1500 bytes MTU size stream
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through a TCP connection. We also examined response
delay caused by waiting flush in our LRO optimization.
It was calculated by dividing clock cycles elapsed wait
by CPU clock frequency. Xenoprof [10] is a profiling
tool based on OProfile [9] targeting a Xen virtualized en-
vironment. It collects hardware events and shows details
of them. We employed it to measure clock cycles to be
consumed.

Config. LRO Netback LRO
optimization optimization

Xen x x x
Non-opt. o x x

Netback-opt. o o x
LRO-opt. o x o

Table 1: Experimental configurations

We examined four configurations described in Table
1. They differed in whether LRO was ported or not, and
which optimization was applied. In the LRO-opt case,
we implemented that the flush of aggregated packet was
occurred per two hardware interrupt.

4.2 Results
In this section, we present the results of our experiments
and then analyze the effectiveness of our optimization.

Config. Throughput LRO Rate
Xen 574.45 1.00

Non-opt. 588.65 2.49
Netback-opt. 588.47 2.43

LRO-opt. 755.81 5.26

Table 2: Throughput (Mbps) and LRO rate (packets)

Table 2 shows throughput in Mbps from the sender
machine to domainU in the receiver machine and LRO
rate measured by the configuration defined in section 4.1.
LRO rate is the average number of packets aggregated in
one flush in domain0. Compared Non-opt, which had
a LRO ported, and Netback-opt, which avoided the ex-
tra data copy in bridge, there was no difference between
them in receiving throughput and the LRO rate. In con-
trast LRO-opt, which delayed the flush for aggregating
more packets, could aggregate more than double pack-
ets than the non-opt configuration and also achieved a
throughput performance, 28% improvement, compared
to the normal LRO configuration.

Table 3 indicates clock cycles per byte consumed dur-
ing the test. In this table, the normal LRO configura-
tion consumed more clock cycles in domain0 and less

Config. Domain0 DomainU
Xen 12.72 8.97

Non-opt. 13.51 7.08
Netback-opt. 12.64 7.78

LRO-opt. 2.04 5.73

Table 3: Clock cycles per byte in each domain

in domainU. It is supposed that extra memory copy and
LRO operations takes CPU resources in Domain0, and
LRO packet reduced the network operations in domainU.
The decrease of domain0 clock cycles in the Netback-
opt compared to the Non-opt showed that our optimiza-
tion which avoided the extra data copy worked well.
However, domainU consumed more clock cycles by 9%.
It was strange outcome because there were no differ-
ences in packet format in netfront between non-opt and
Netback-opt. LRO-opt decrease domain0 and domainU
clock cycles by 85% and 19% respectively. This distin-
guished deterioration of clock cycles made a contribu-
tion to higher throughput.

Config. Response
xen 0.00

LRO-opt. 31.75

Table 4: Response delay (µs per flush)

Response delay caused by the LRO optimization is
shown in Table 4. We reckoned the response time as
follows. First, we took the TSC (Time Stamp Counter),
which count the number of clock cycles from the system
started, when the first packet comes to LRO function and
flushed. Then, we calculated the difference and divided
the difference by CPU clock frequency.

It is not a problem if the connection is used for big
size TCP stream such as a file server because this delay
is negligibly small compared with the time to transmit.
However, it is a problem in the case of TCP request re-
sponse transaction which has to wait for receiver’s re-
sponse for the next send. Since we modified LRO imple-
mentation not to aggregate a small size packet, servers
receiving a lot of small packets such as ssh and web
server is not affected by this delay. This optimization
will not work well in the systems using an application
which needs TCP request response transaction with mid-
dle size data packet (more than MTU size).
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5 Related Work

Menon et. al. [2] gave optimizations in virtual interface,
I/O channel and virtual memory. With their optimiza-
tions, they observed transmit performance improvement
by a factor of 4.4. They also reported 18% receive per-
formance improvement but still it is the 61% of native
Linux.

They also optimized receive throughput performance
[11] by aggregating packets. Although the term large
receive offload was not used in their paper, basic idea
was the same as the LRO we applied. The difference
is that they flushed aggregated packet when network
stack is empty while we flushed when interrupt was oc-
curred. For more optimization, they did not allocate
sk buff structure in Ethernet layer because memory man-
agement ofsk buff is a significant part of the buffer man-
agement overhead of network stack. Instead, the struc-
ture was only allocated to aggregated packet. Moreover,
acknowledge packets were offloaded in the research. To
reduce the network operations in TCP transmit path of
ACK packet, only one template ACK packet which rep-
resented sequential ACK packets was handled in net-
work stack, then NIC generated and sent required num-
ber of ACK packets to the network. The performance
improved to 86%, 45% faster than the original case with
receive aggregation, ACK offload optimization respec-
tively in Xen virtualized system.

6 Conclusion

We implemented two optimizations for LRO on domain0
in the Xen virtualized environment. We found extra data
copy caused by LRO hardly affected throughput perfor-
mance because domainU consumed more clock cycles
than before optimization. We also found aggregating
more packets at the expense of the response delay made a
remarkable impact on inbound TCP network stream and
CPU utilization.

As a future work, not limited to virtualized system,
while we implemented aggregating more packets by re-
ducing number of flushes, finding the more efficient
number of packets aggregated and flush intervals might
be able to improve receive throughput performance more
substantially.
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